ORIENTATION

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ORIENTATION
AUG 20-21

COMMUTER STUDENT ORIENTATION
AUG 23

TRANSFER STUDENT ORIENTATION
AUG 24

FIRST GENERATION STUDENT ORIENTATION
AUG 27

Learn more about life as a CU Buff by attending orientation sessions.

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
NEIGHBORHOOD BLOCK PARTIES

AUG 24 • 8 PM
WELCOME TO WILL VILL | WILLIAMS VILLAGE FIELD
CAMP KITT | KITTREDGE POND
RALPHIE’S RODEO | DUANE AND BENSON LAWNS

Make memories and share in some great laughs and entertainment with your community or residential neighborhood in this celebratory experience to start your CU journey! Make sure to stop by each location to get the full experience!

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
WELCOME TO OUR HERD & COLLEGE DAY

AUG 25 • 9 AM
CU EVENTS CENTER

Connect with academic advisors and learn more about academics at CU Boulder.

College, school and program sessions begin immediately after the Welcome to Our Herd event.

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
CU KICKOFF

AUG 25 • 7 PM
FOLSOM FIELD

Gather in Folsom Stadium with your fellow Buffs for the official CU Kickoff pep rally.

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
SPIRIT NIGHT

AUG 25 • 8:30 PM
LOT 360, BENSON LAWN AND DUANE LAWN

Keep the excitement rolling by celebrating being a CU Buff while getting some free CU gear, learning more about fraternity and sorority life, connecting with local vendors and trying some food truck cuisine.

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
BE INVOLVED FAIR

AUG 30 • 2-6 PM
FARRAND FIELD

Connect with student organizations and departments that make up our CU Boulder community, and learn how to find your fit on campus.

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.
CU VS. NEBRASKA

SEPT 9 • 10 AM
FOLSOM FIELD

Cheer on the Buffs football team as they take on Nebraska!

Visit colorado.edu/fallwelcome or download CU Boulder Life app for full details.